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Abstract A perplexing problem in spatial modelling—going
back to Hotelling’s linear market—is whether firms will clus-
ter together or separate themselves. Maximal differentiation is
the prevailing equilibrium when travel costs are quadratic and
minimal differentiation results when price competition is lim-
ited. The reality for most markets is that the force that draws
firms together (maximize demand) and the force that causes
them to separate (avoid price competition) are both present. In
many cases, this makes the characterization of an equilibrium
difficult. The vast majority of research using the Hotelling
model is based on the assumption that all potential consumers
buy, yet the reality of many markets is that there are some
consumers who seriously consider not buying.When allowing
for the possibility that some consumers would consider not
buying from either firm, we are able to identify equilibrium
locations for firms that first choose locations and then prices in
a Hotelling market with linear travel costs. Following the dis-
cussion above, we consider ranges of consumers’ willingness
to pay for the products relative to the outside good such that
the market is not necessarily covered for all location choices.
The analysis demonstrates the existence of a pure-strategy
location equilibrium, supported by a pure-strategy pricing

equilibrium, where firms are moderately differentiated and
the market is covered.
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1 Introduction

A central question in competitive analysis is the extent to
which firms choose to differentiate or gravitate towards the
center of a market. A seminal paper by Hotelling [6] on this
issue demonstrates a tendency towardsminimal differentiation
where firms locate centrally to maximize market share. The
problem with Hotelling’s insight is that it does not hold when
firms compete in prices after choosing locations. In fact, with
linear travel costs, it is a challenge to even determine equilib-
rium location choices when firms choose prices competitively
in a second stage.1

One solution to this problem is proposed by d’Aspremont
et al. [1]. In that model, the authors solve for optimal locations
by assuming that travel costs are quadratic as opposed to lin-
ear. In contrast to the Hotelling’s model, the d’Aspremont
et al . model generates a predict ion of maximum
differentiation. The use of quadratic travel costs ensures the
existence of a pure-strategy pricing equilibrium for all possi-
ble locations. However, quadratic travel costs may not be rea-
sonable for many industries; for example, papers studying
geographic travel costs typically find that marginal travel costs
decrease with greater amounts of travel (e.g., Davis [3]).

1 Eaton and Lipsey [4] highlight the difficulties of identifying pure strat-
egy location equilibria in the context of the Hotelling market.
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In sum, the literature does not provide a clear answer to the
central question of whether firms will differentiate or cluster
together in a market. Our goal is to provide new insight regard-
ing this question by highlighting an aspect of markets that has
been ignored. It turns out that the answer to the question de-
pends on the willingness to pay for a product in the market (or,
equivalently, the potential net benefit that a consumer realizes
by participating in themarket). In themajority of the papers that
address the question of Bpositioning,^ consumers are assumed
to have such high utility for the product that the no-purchase
option is never considered. For example, Osborne and Pitchik
[9] solve for equilibrium locations when consumers have linear
travel costs and individual rationality is always strictly satisfied.
They find that the firms locate at moderate distances from each
other and engage in amixed-strategy pricing equilibrium. Thus,
the Osborne and Pitchik model does suggest a compromise
between minimal and maximal differentiation, but only in a
context where firms employ mixed pricing strategies and every
consumer buys from one of the firms.

The starting points for our analysis are the following: (a)
there are many markets where linear travel costs represent a
better fit between a product and a consumer’s needs than qua-
dratic costs; (b) in many markets, stable (or pure strategy)
prices are observed when firms choose locations before prices,
and (c) many markets are characterized by a positive fraction
of consumers that seriously consider not buying from either
firm. In fact, we contend that the conditions of point c are more
common than the conditions analyzed by the vast majority of
research on this topic. In most markets, marketing campaigns
are designed to generate demand not only from consumers
who are contemplating the purchase of competitive products
but also from consumers considering not buying anything at
all. Even in mature markets, Kotler and Keller [8] note that
there may be many potential users who are on the borderline
between participating in the market and not buying at all.

In a nutshell, our analysis shows that firms balance the
tendencies of minimal and maximal differentiation when the
presence (or choice) of an outside good has a significant effect
on the positioning and pricing decisions of firms. Similar to
Osborne and Pitchik [9], firms are observed to choose com-
promise locations; however, this result obtains in a market
where firms employ pure strategies in pricing.

Specifically, the firms choose locations and prices such that
the consumers at the edge of the market are indifferent be-
tween buying and not buying. Moreover, the locations chosen
by the firms are unique: were firms to adjust locations mar-
ginally, prices in the second stage would adjust to cover the
entire market but profits would be strictly lower. Quite simply,
the optimal locations balance the force that moves firms apart
with the force that brings firms together. Locations near the
center of the market lead to lower profits because consumers
near the edge of the market would not buy and either firm
could increase its profits by moving towards the unserved

consumers and raising prices. Conversely, firms do not locate
too close to the edge of the market, because that would lead to
losing too many consumers in the middle of the market.

2 The Model

Ourmodel generally follows the standard Hotelling framework.
Consumers of measure 1 are uniformly spread along a market
on the interval [0,1]. Consumers can consume at most one unit
of one product; the utility consumer i obtains from consuming
product j isUij=V−pj−dij, where pj is the price of product j and
dij is the linear distance between consumer i and product j.
Consumers may also choose not to consume any products, in
which case the consumers earnUi0 which is normalized to zero.

There are two firms which have constant marginal costs of
production (normalized to zero without loss of generality).
The game consists of two periods. In period 1, firms simulta-
neously choose locations for their products along the [0,1]
interval. In period 2, firms simultaneously choose prices.

Consumers will buy whichever product delivers the
greatest utility, as long as the utility of the product is greater
than zero. In order to guarantee the existence of an equilibri-
um, we assume that if both firms deliver the same (non-
negative) utility, then the consumer buys from the firm that
is located closest to their location.2 This assumption ensures
that there exists a (possibly mixed-strategy) Nash equilibrium
in prices for any sets of firm locations (see Theorem 5 of
Dasgupta andMaskin [2]). Osborne and Pitchik [9] use equiv-
alent assumptions to ensure the existence of an equilibrium in
their paper using a very similar model.

Rather than solve for prices for all potential sets of loca-
tions, we solve for the subgame perfect equilibrium by pro-
posing an equilibrium and solving for the second-stage prices
that would arise from any potential deviation.

3 The Result

Given the model structure described above, the following
proposition describes the equilibrium in the first stage of the
game where firms choose location along the market and the
second-stage prices that support it. The proof of the proposi-
tion is provided in the Appendix.

Proposition There exists an equilibrium where the locations
and equilibrium prices for firms are as follows3:

2 This is important for the consumers located near the edge of the market.
If a consumer is located exactly halfway in between the firms and they
earn equal utility from both firms, one can set up any arbitrary rule, such
as purchasing from each firm with a 50 % probability.
3 The location of A is normalized to be less than the location of B. There
is another equilibrium where the locations of the firms are switched.
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If V∈ 3
4 ;

7
8

� �
, firm A (B) locates distance of V−1

�
2
internal-

ly from point 0 (1), and both firms set price=½.
If V∈ 1

2 ;
3
4

� �
, firm A (B) locates distance of 1

�
4
internally

from point 0 (1), and both firms set price=V−¼.
If V < 1

�
2, both firms locate such that each operates as a

separate monopoly setting a price of V/2 selling to a market of
size V.

In contrast to cases where V is sufficiently high such that
the outside option does not affect firm decision, the pure-
strategy location equilibrium is supported by pure-strategy
prices when V is lower. When V∈ 1

2 ;
7
8

� �
, firms choose loca-

tions such that in the pricing subgame, consumers at 0 and 1
obtain exactly zero utility. For locations where the extreme
consumers obtain zero surplus, prices are set a kink point in
the demand curve and not according to first-order conditions.
Note that for these values of V, there are sets of locations
where the firms would set prices according to first-order con-
ditions (locations where the firms are closer together). Ac-
cordingly, this result is based on the optimal choice of loca-
tions by the firms. Themodel reflects two counteracting forces
that affect firm decisions. The first is the incentive to differen-
tiate (or move towards the edge of the market) to ensure that
the market is covered and reduce the intensity of price com-
petition. The second is the incentive to locate centrally to
obtain as large a share of the market as possible.

A key challenge in proving the proposition is the require-
ment to demonstrate that profits cannot increase for a firm that
deviates to a location that would lead to a mixed-strategy
pricing equilibrium. While we cannot explicitly solve that
pricing equilibrium, we make use of a boundary argument to
show that the profits earned in equilibrium are higher than the
profits earned from a deviation that triggers a mixed-strategy
pricing equilibrium.

We should also note that when V < 1
�
2, both firms charge

V=2 and can operate as separate monopolies leaving a
measureable fraction of potential consumers unserved.

4 Discussion

In this section, we provide an outline of the proof. Suppose
that V∈ 3

4 ;
7
8

� �
. The proposed equilibrium locations are that

firm A locates a distance a ¼ V−1
�
2
internally from point

0, and firm B locates a distance b ¼ V−1
�
2 internally from

point 1. Prices are 1
�
2, and each firm earns a profit of 1

�
4.

It is straightforward to confirm that this price is indeed an
equilibrium price. Small price reductions do not increase
profits because there is no market expansion at the edge
of the market to offset the thinner margins in the middle of
the market, while increases in prices lead to losing cus-
tomers both in the center and the edge of the market. A

discrete drop in price to 2V−3
�
2
would allow a firm to

capture the entire market but 2V−3
�
2 is strictly less than

¼ in the 3
4 ;

7
8

� �
interval.

The issue is therefore whether either firm has an incentive
to deviate from these locations. Because of symmetry, we only
need to consider whether firm A has a profitable deviation.

There will be no local deviation. To see this, we note that
the binding kink point in the demand curve remains at the
edge of the market if A changes its location to another location

ã such that max V−2
�
3
; 1−V

� �
≤~a≤min V−2

�
5
;V þ ffiffiffi

2
p�

1−Vð Þ−1Þ. In such a case, firm A charges V−ã, while firm B

charges V−b ¼ 1
�
2. Firm A’s profits are then π

~A ¼ V−að Þ
1
�
2 þ a−b

� � ¼ V−að Þ 1
�
2 þ a−

�
V−1

�
2

� �Þ ¼ V−að Þ 1−ð
V−að ÞÞ. Setting ∂π

~A

∂a ¼ 0 yields a ¼ V−1
�
2.

Because the equilibrium locations satisfy first-order condi-
tions, the only potential profitable deviations we must consid-
er are locations with a different price equilibrium. These entail
three types of deviations.

First, firm A could deviate towards 0 to location ~a < max

V−2
�
3; 1−V

� �
. Then, in the second period, firm B will

charge the same price, V−b ¼ 1
�
2, and A will charge either

(1) V−(1−ã−2b)=3V−2+ã (kink point where consumers at a
point between firms A and B get 0 utility when pB=V−b) or
(2) set the price such that all of the firm’s consumers get
positive surplus. We present the reasoning in the Appendix
to explain why neither of these possibilities leads to an in-
crease in profits for firm A.

Second, firm A could move to a location

min V−2
�
5
;V þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 1−Vð Þp
−1

� �
< ~a < 1−b, towards firm

B. In such a case, there are two possibilities to consider. First,
firm A might locate where the pricing strategy entails a pure-
strategy pricing strategy where the consumers located at 0
choose the outside option (because lowering the prices such
that these consumers still choose to consume cuts margins too
much), or firm A might locate so close to firm B that the only
pricing equilibrium is a mixed-strategy equilibrium. We ad-
dress both of these cases in the Appendix. The case where
firms price according to a pure-strategy equilibrium can be
solved directly. However, we cannot solve the mixed-strategy
price equilibrium directly. Nevertheless, in the Appendix, we
show that it is still possible to calculate bounds on the profits
that firm A would earn in any mixed-strategy equilibrium,

and these profits must be less than 1
�
4.

Finally, firm A could deviate to a location between firm B
and 1. While it might seem to be quite intuitive that deviating
to a location on the short end of the market would lead to
competition, this scenario again can lead to mixed-strategy
equilibria. Thus, we again use a bounding argument to show
that such an equilibrium is not optimal.
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The logic for the case where V∈ 1
2 ;

3
4

� �
is very similar,

although as we note in the Appendix, some of the math differs
slightly. The case where V < 1

2 is obvious upon inspection,
although a formal proof can be supplied upon request.

5 Conclusion

In summary, the question of whether firms will position their
products to ensure high levels of differentiation or whether
they will gravitate closer to the median preference has been
widely researched in the literature. Moreover, this question
applies to many markets, from those that are literally charac-
terized by location-based competition (e.g., retailing) to con-
texts where the dimension of competition is entirely percep-
tual (e.g., politics). The reality of most markets is one in which
firms are observed to compromise and a moderately differen-
tiated equilibrium appears to be reached. Nevertheless in the
world of theory, it has been difficult to reflect this reality with
an adequate model because the identification of a stable equi-
librium is challenging with the standard assumptions of (a)
linear travel costs, (b) two competing firms, and (c) location
and price being chosen sequentially. We argue that part of this
challenge has been self-created by the seemingly innocuous
assumption that all consumers buy the product.

In several cases, this assumption is indeed harmless. For
example, when the objective is to study either the role of
informative advertising [5] or price and service competition
[7] in a differentiated market, the assumption that all con-
sumers buy in a Hotelling setup is indeed innocuous.4 How-
ever, when the objective is to study the positioning decisions
of firms, the assumption is anything but innocuous. Not only
does it lead to significant problems analytically, it may not be
justified when we think back to reality: in most product cate-
gories, there are at least some consumers who seriously con-
sider not buying any product. With this more realistic starting
point, our analysis allows us to show that there exists a pure-
strategy location equilibrium, supported by a pure-strategy
pricing equilibrium, where firms are moderately differentiated
and the market is covered. So even though some consumers
consider not buying in the category; in equilibrium, all
consumers ultimately purchase the product. However, the
mere possibility of a Bno buy^ option makes the firms change
their location and pricing strategies, yielding an equilibrium in
which firms compromise between the force that causes them to
differentiate (reduce competition) and the force that draws
them together (maximize demand). Further, we find that this
equilibrium is stable in a context where travel costs are linear.

Proof that None of the Location Deviations Listed
in Section 4 Lead to Increased Profits

Suppose firmA deviates to a location ~a < max V−2
�
3
; 1−V

� �
.

Then, in the second period, firm B will charge the same price,
V−b ¼ 1

�
2, and A will charge either (1) V−(1−ã−2b)=3V−

2+ã (kink point where consumers at a point between firms A
and B get 0 utility when pB=V−b) or (2) set a price such that all
of the firm’s consumers get positive surplus.

If A charges (1) pA=3V−2+ã, there are two cases. If ã≥1−
V, the market will not be covered, and A’s profits will be 2(2−
2V−ã)(3V−2+ã). This is maximized at ~a ¼ 2− 5V

2 , but at that
point, ã<1−V, so we can consider the case where ã=1−V. At
that point, profits will be −4V 2 þ 6V−2≤1

�
4
. If ã<1−V, then,

profits will be 2(1−V)(3V−2+ã). This is increasing in ã, so it
is maximized at ã=1−V, where it again will be

−4V 2 þ 6V−2≤1
�
4.
5 Alternatively, if the firm prices accord-

ing to option (2), then, firm A’s profits are

πA ¼ pA
1þa−b−pAþpB

2

� �
. The first-order conditions for A reveal

that pA ¼ 3
4 þ ~a−VþpB

2 ≥1− V
2 þ ~a

2, where the inequality holds

because pB≥V−b ¼ 1
�
2
. This latter inequality holds because

the corresponding condition for B is that if consumers at 1 get
a positive surplus, B would raise its prices until either con-

sumers at 1 get zero surplus or pB ¼ 1
4 þ V−~aþpA

2 > 1
2 þ pA

2 > 1
2.

Given this, pA ¼ 3
4 þ ~a−VþpB

2 ≥1− V
2 þ ~a

2 > V−~a whenever

~a > V−2
�
3
, so we need only to consider the case where

~a < V−2
�
3
. In such a case, the profits for A will be πA ¼

2þ~a−Vð Þ2
8 < 1

4 in the relevant range.
We next consider deviations towards the competing firm

into a region where the second-stage pricing game involves
another pricing equilibrium. There are two potential types of
pricing strategies that we could consider: (a) a pure strategy
where consumers located at 0 choose the outside option (which
can happenwhenV < 41

�
50 ) or (b) a mixed-strategy. If firmA

moves to a location where the consumers at 0 choose the out-
side option and the firms play a pure-strategy pricing equilib-
rium, then, firm A’s profits are

π~A ¼ pA V−pAð Þ þ 1þ~a−b−pAþpB
2 −~a

� �� �
. S e t t i n g ∂π~A

∂a ¼ 0

yields pA ¼ 1−~a−bþpBþ2V
6 and profits of π~A ¼ 1−~a−bþpBþ2Vð Þ2

24 .

Note that because b ¼ V− 1
2 and pB ¼ 1

2 (see above), ~a≥V−
2
5

or else consumers at 0 would obtain a positive utility from firm

4 Said differently, the focus is on situations where the individual rational-
ity constraint does not affect the solution.

5 These inequalities are actually strict because the only case where the
equality would hold is for V=3/4, but then 1−V represents the equilibri-
um location.
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A. Plugging these three conditions back into the profit function

reveals that π~A≤ 6
25 <

1
4, so such a deviation is not profitable.6

Finally, A might move so close to B that there is a mixed-
strategy pricing equilibrium. Note that the set of reasonable
prices to charge is bounded by V. Consider the highest prices
charged by each firm in any mixed-strategy equilibrium. First,
the highest prices for each firmmust be within 1−ã−b of each
other or the firm with the higher maximum price would sell
nothing at that price. Thus, the amount that firmA could sell at

its maximum price, pMax
A , is bounded from above by min

V−pAMax

� �
 þ 1þ~a−b−pAMaxþpBMax
2 −~a

� �
;
1þ~a−b−pAMaxþpBMax

2 g. Firm B

faces a similar set of conditions. Note that pBMax≤1
�
2 whenev-

er pMax
B ≥pMax

A . To see this, note that if pBMax >
1
�
2
then, the

profit for firm B whenever it charges pMax
B is

π~B ¼ pBMax V−pBMax

� �þ 1−~a−b−pBMaxþE pA pAj >pBMax− 1−~a−bð Þð Þ
2

� � �

Pr pA > pBMax− 1−~a−bð Þ� �
.

∂π
~B

∂pBMax

¼
3−2~aþ 2E pAjpA > pBMax− 1−~a−b

� �� �
−12pBMax þ 2V

� �
4

⋅ Pr pA > pBMax− 1−~a−b
� �� �

þ

pBMax V−pBMax

� �þ 1−~aþ b−pBMax þ E pAjpA > pBMax− 1−~a−b
� �� �

2
−b

0
@

1
A

2
4

3
5⋅ dPr pA > pBMax− 1−~a−b

� �� �
dpBMax

;

where we substituted b ¼ V− 1
2. Both terms are negative when

pBMax≥ 1
2 because pMax

B ≥pMax
A ensures that the first term is

negative.
We can then calculate an upper limit for firm A’s profits in

any mixed-strategy equilibrium. Suppose

pAMax ¼ V−~a < 1
�
2. A’ s p r o f i t s a r e t h e n pAMax �

1þ~a−b−pAMaxþE pBjpB>pAMax− 1−~a−bð Þð Þ
2 ⋅Pr pB > pAMax− 1−~a−bð Þ� �

< pAMax
2þ~a−V−pAMax

2 . This is maximized when pAMax ¼ 2þ~a−V
2 ,

but because we only consider the case where pMax
A ≤(V−ã),

plugging in pMax
A =(V−ã) reveals that profits will never be

above V−~að Þ 1−ð V−~að ÞÞ < 1
�
4, where the inequality holds

because the maximum of x(1-x) is 1/4. Suppose instead pMax
A >

V − ã . Then, profits are less than pAMax V−pAMax

� �� þ
1þ~a−b−pAMaxþpBMax

2 −~a
� �

� < pAMax
2−~a−3pAMaxþV

2 , where we substitut-

ed b ¼ V− 1
2 and pBMax≤1

�
2
. pAMax

2−~a−3pAMaxþV
2 is maximized

when pAMax ¼ 2þV−~a
6 , which is only greater than V−ã when

V−~að Þ < 2
�
5
. Plugging pAMax ¼ 2þV−~a

6 into pAMax
2−~a−3pAMaxþV

2

yields 2þV−~að Þ2
24 ≤ 6

25 <
1
4. If V−~að Þ > 2

�
5, we can plug in p-

Max
A=V−ã into pAMax

2−~a−3pAMaxþV
2 , which gives a value of

V−~að Þ 1−ð V−~að ÞÞ < 1
�
4.

We can rule out that Awould deviate to the other side of B.
Note that because the most profits A can earn at any price is
2pA(V−pA), we need not consider deviations where A would

charge a price above V
2 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4V 2−2

p
4 , which is the highest price

where 2pA V−pAð Þ > 1
4. Looking at B’s incentives, at the

highest price it would ever charge in a mixed- or pure-
strategy equilibrium, it would earn a profit of

pBMax V−pBMax þ dþpAMax−p
B
Max

2

� �
, where d is the distance between

A and B. Thus, the most B would ever potentially charge,

plugging in pAMax ¼ V
2 þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4V 2−2

p
4 , is pBMax ¼ 4dþ10Vþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4V 2−2

p
24 .

Given that, A’s profits are bounded to be below

pA V− 1
2−

dþpa−pb
2

� �
. The price that maximizes this upper

bound for A is pA ¼ 58Vþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4V 2−2

p
−24−20d

48 , and the bound on

profits is
58Vþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4V 2−2

p
−24−20dð Þ2

4608 . Given the bounds on V and d,
this is increasing in V and decreasing in d. Evaluating this
upper bound at V ¼ 7

8 and d=0 reveals that A’s profits are less

than
107þ ffiffiffiffi

17
pð Þ2

73728 ≈0:17. Thus, there is no profit-increasing de-
viation to the right of B.

The case where V∈ 1
2 ;

3
4

� �
follows a similar logic. Firms

locate at a distance ¼ from the endpoints, charge p ¼ V− 1
4

� �
,

and earn profits of V=2−1
�
8
. One can easily confirm that these

prices form an equilibrium given the locations. Confirming
that deviating to another location is not optimal follows the
same logic as the case where V∈ 3

4 ;
7
8

� �
for most of the anal-

ysis. However, when one considers deviations that involve the
mixed-strategy equilibria, we need to adjust the consideration
for the case where pMax

A ≤(V−ã). We instead note that the
profits from this price are less than min[(V−ã)(1−(V−ã)),
2(V−ã)ã], which is always less than the profits earned by
the firm of V=2−1

�
8
whenever ~a > 3

�
8
. Deviations to ~a <

3
�
8
will not involve mixed-strategy pricing equilibria.

6 Alternatively, note that profits are decreasing in ã, but once ã becomes
small enough that consumers at 0 make a purchase, the previous first-
order condition on locations comes into effect, so profits must be smaller.
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